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Nis'henon Media Group
Company Statistics
Established ER 655
Employees 45,000
Associated Factions Kingdom of Neshaten
Headquarters Nesha System
Nomenclature NMG or NM-G
Nicknames Nis-Med

Mission Statement

The Nis'henon Media Group is a group of trade families who are banded together to provide ample
entertainment to the Kingdom. They range from the creation of children's shows, education shows, live-
action videos and movies, to running their own theme-park. They are one of the Kingdom's main program
providers.

History

In the year of ER 655, there four trade families that had been dealing with entertainment for the
Kingdom. One of them handled mainly children's cartoons, another was mostly involved in movies and
cinema production, while the last two dabbled in both fields. Toward the end of that year though the four
families decided to band together, but for economical reasons and also because all four each had
something the others didn't, and pulling all of their talents together was considered a smarter thing to do
than potentially run each other out of business.

This is what lead to the creation of the Nis'henon Media Group, headquartering themselves on Nesha
Prime, they originally inhabited a small warehouse with an employee count of barely two hundred. But as
the years went by, this count slowly rose from the hundreds to the thousands and then, in ER 750, to the
tens of thousands. They built their own headquarters in the capital, and later bought some land in the
Entertainment City of Sereia, where they transformed it from being what it used to be - a small place for
family to come and have fun, to being the entertainment capital of the Kingdom (currently).

Location

Nis-Med currently has their headquarters in Netoshen, they have a secondary studio in Sereia which
handles mostly movies and live-action shows.
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Important figures

He'shan'ne Nis'henon(Daur) - the current council leader of NMG. She is considered the face of the
organization.
Fyula'she'manase Nis'henon(Laibe) - He'shan'nes right-hand man. Fyula'she'manase is the
orgnaizations main artist and helps oversee the creation of children's cartoons. He is a producer.
Fam'tam'sam Nis'henon(Daur) - Nicknamed after a character in one of NMG's cartoons,
Fam'tam'sam is an actor and a graphics artistic, known for his roles in various films.
Shei'roas'me Nis'henon (My'leke - member of the council, and also an actor.

Facilities

Nesha Prime, Capital

The organization has their headquarters in the capital, the building is four stories tall and two stories
underground. It has a large lot that is used by their attached studios, which is where all cartoons, movies,
educational shows, etc.. are designed and created at.

Nesha Prime, Sereia

Sereia is the location of one of the organizations largest studios to date. The studio is mostly responsible
for movies and live-action shows, although it can be used to help take slack off the headquarters studio if
the need arrises.

Cartoons

nie_nie_histema_kit (Kits Age 3+)
nie_nie_histema_tres (Kits Age 12+)

Movies

None yet.
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